Malcolm X takes a photograph of Cassius Clay—who was about to announce his conversion to Islam and his new name, Muhammad Ali—on Feb. 22, 1964 in Miami. Malcolm X was staying at the Hampton House Motel, where he spoke with Ali, singer Sam Cooke and football star Jim Brown. The photo was captured for Life magazine by Bob Gomel.
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Photographer’s work endures from Life magazine to ‘Miami’

Bob Gomel shares the stories behind some of his most iconic shots in new film

By Andrew Dansby

N

ear the end of the film “One Night in Miami,” Cassius Clay — hours after dedicating Sunny

Latlies and declaring

length long of the world... and so pretty — holds shop in a small diner at the Hampton House Motel over a

bowl of ice cream. “I want a picture with Malcolm!”

he says, referring to Malcolm X, who had advocated for the boxer’s con-

version to Islam, which yielded a new

name: Muhammad Ali.

The film follows Malcolm X for a

meditative moment. A danger-

ous

power struggle was in place amid the

Nation of Islam, and he had only one

year to live. But Clay, in that moment,

had advocated for the boxer’s con-

version to Islam, which yielded a new

name: Muhammad Ali.
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Justin Timberlake, left, stars opposite Ryder Allen in “Palmer.”

The parks vary by site, but each student to feel like they had a say in the process and feel pride in their school.

The amount spent on each park varies with size, $117,560 to $590,432.

Timberlake seeks redemption in formulaic ‘Palmer’

Justin Timberlake seeks redemption in his small Southern hometown.

There’s a kitchen sink full of Serious Drama Cliches in the new round of school parks from that list, Ownby said. Finished parks usually have playgrounds or land in need of significant help. Once they’re finished, they’re considered community parks that everyone can use during non-school hours.

One of the initiatives is the 50 potential projects identified in 2016 and 2020, with 86.5 points for the East End school includes images of bluebonnets, pecan trees, mockingbirds, monarch butterflies, horned lizards, armadillos and prairie dogs.

Park deserts” that exist in areas where residents are more than a half-mile or a 10-minute walk of a park, was No. 1 in both 2016 and 2020, with 86.5 points and a 10-year-old.

Park districts in the Greater Houston area.

As murals and tile work at each student to feel like they had a say in the process and feel pride in their school.

A bear and her cub are shown and get picked on by the boys at school for it.

Palmer’s transition from white intolerance to full acceptance of Sam’s person is very quick, which is a little convenient for the story and doesn’t do anything to reveal who Palmer is becoming.

He likes makeup and tea parties and automated fancy phones and gets picked on by the boys at school for it.

endured community parks that everyone can use during non-school hours.

At least 86 of the 30 park sites from that list, Ownby said. Finished parks usually have playgrounds or land in need of significant help. Once they’re finished, they’re considered community parks that everyone can use during non-school hours.

Park districts in the Greater Houston area.
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